
You Already Know

Fergie

Life's a movie, let the camera roll
Fast life moving, ain't no going slow
That's right, baby, you already know
You already know, hope you're ready (ready, steady)

Let it go, let's roll
I just can't hold back and forth cause I'm the girl with soul
Can't control the effects, to what the head rock, the discotheque, its the s
mooth, it's next
Tease on the camera, freeze while I animate
I'm no amateur, I'm a laminate
I'm a assassinate, all the imitates
Then I'm a take the break, just meditate
Mhm, let me think about it
Put my little noodle on the problem then I drink about it
Drink a [?], swing a little, sip a little, spill a little
Feel a little loopy when I get a little tipsy
got me feeling like a gypsy

Smoking on that hooka got me feeling like a hippie
Gone for a minute and you missed me
Now Fergie back with a bag full of tricksies

Life's a movie, let the camera roll
Fast life moving, ain't no going slow
That's right, baby, you already know
You already know, hope you're ready (ready, steady)

Come get some, you lil' bum
Dudes want the cake but they can't get a crumb from-
The original, sexual, visual dope chick and all that good shit
Charismatic when I'm at it
When I, add it up, I'm mathematic, baby
Top game, I'm out the attic

There you have it, no dramatics, hold the static
Pose for the camera, daddy, I'm vogueing
Baby, I'm glamorous, and I'm folding Grammys and AMAs, I'm holding
Amazing the way I keep shit frozen
Cool, that's you, got new shoes and a new attitude
Got my hair did, got a new hair do
Come and see me at a venue near you

Watch me! I said, watch me, when I drop it!
Just watch and learn, baby
Watch and learn, baby
It's hot, it burns so I drop it
Oh baby, watch me when I drop it

Life's a movie, let the camera roll
Fast life moving, ain't no going slow
That's right, baby, you already know
You already know, hope you're ready (ready, steady)

Make some noise for my girl Fergie Ferg
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